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Michio Kaku

• He is a professor of theoretical 
physics at the                                  
City College of                              
New York. 

• He is also a                               
futurist and                        
popularizer                                       
of science. 



Michio Kaku



Arguments for God

• Three major philosophical arguments 
for God: 

- Cosmological argument 

- Teleological argument 

- Moral argument



Design Argument

• William Paley 
(1743-1805) was a British 
philosopher and 
clergyman. 

• In the book, Natural 
Theology, he offered an 
argument for the truth of 
the Creator and His work.



Design Argument

• William Paley supposed that in 
crossing a field, two different objects 
are found lying upon the ground, a 
stone and a watch. 

• The basic question is then asked, 
where did these two items come 
from? 



Design Argument

• The stone is a “natural” object, just 
like other stones. 

• The watch is in a separate category. It 
displays planning and craftsmanship, 
beauty and usefulness. 

• A watch requires a watchmaker. 

• Design requires a Designer.



Design Argument

• Atheist Richard Dawkins                  
argues that evolution                   
produces a world that                            
only “looks” like it was                   
designed. 

• Evolution is actually                              
“The Blind Watchmaker.



Design in Astronomy



Isaiah 40:26

“Lift up your eyes on high and see who has 
created these stars, The One who leads 
forth their host by number, He calls them 
all by name; Because of the greatness of 
His might and the strength of His power, 
Not one of them is missing.”



Earth’s Size



Distance from the Sun



Earth’s Axial Tilt



Earth’s Temperature



Earth’s Moon and Tides





“For the scientist who has lived by his 
faith in the power of reason, the story 
ends like a bad dream. He has scaled the 
mountains of ignorance; he is about to 
conquer the highest peak; as he pulls 
himself over the final rock, he is greeted 
by a band of theologians who have been 
sitting there for centuries.”

Robert Jastrow



“The heavens declare the glory of 
God; the skies proclaim the work 
of His hands.” 

                                   Psalm 19:1



Design in Biology



Unlocking the 
Mystery of Life

This DVD explains 
the complexity of 
living systems and 
shows how this 
illustrates intelligent 
design in biology.





Creatures That 
Evolution 

Cannot Explain







Metamorphosis

• The DVD on 
“Metamorphosis” 
not only looks at 
the miracle of the 
transformation. 

• It also looks at 
other examples of 
“butterfly magic.”





Metamorphosis
• The history of a butterfly from an egg 

the size of a pinhead to a magnificent 
flying insect. 

• The butterfly’s engineered body: 
compound eyes (thousands of lenses), 
wings (microscopic solar panels), and 
navigational systems that guide 
Monarch butterflies (Canada to Mexico).



Flight

• The DVD on 
“Flight” explains 
the marvel of 
flight. 

• It also explains the 
ability of birds to 
navigate long 
distances.





Design in the 
Human Body



Psalm 139:13-16
“You created my inmost being: You knit me 
together in my mother’s womb. I praise you 
because I am fearfully and wonderfully made; 
your works are wonderful, I know that full 
well. My frame was not hidden from you when 
I was made in the secret place, your eyes saw 
my unformed body. All the days ordained for 
me were written in your book before one of 
them came to be.”



Design in a Cell

• Each cell is unimaginably complex. 

• Each cell surrounded by a membrane 
thinner than a spider’s web. 

• Each cell produces ATP embedded in 
the mitochondria, not stockpiled. 

• Active people produce our body 
weight in ATP every day.



Design in Our Eyes

• Darwin said the eye “gives me a cold 
shudder” because it was a challenge to 
his theory of evolution. 

• Light passes through the cornea and 
the iris. 

• Iris - 266 identifiable characteristics, 
fingerprint - 35 characteristics.



Design in Our Eyes

• Light hits the retina, which has 120 
million rods and 7 million cones. 

• Rods - dim vision, night vision, and 
peripheral vision. 

• Cones - color vision and fine detail. 

• Each eye has 1,000,000 nerve fibers.



Design in Our Eyes

• The retina’s photoelectric cells are so 
sensitive that 1 or 2 photons can 
trigger a visual signal. 

• A strong flashlight actually emits 
1,000,000,000,000,000 photons per 
second.



Design in Our Eyes

• The human eye can distinguish 
millions of shades of color. 

• On a clear dark night, we can see a 
small candle flame 30 miles away. 

• Tears are sterile because they contain 
bacteria-destroying enzymes.



Design in Our Ears

• The human ear is exquisitely 
sensitive to any vibration through the 
eardrum that is about a thick as sheet 
of paper. 

• The faintest sound audible by our ears 
has a pressure of 0.0002 dyne per 
square inch. 

• Mosquito - one dyne per square inch.



Design in Our Ears

• The human ear has a million moving 
parts. 

• It has the tiniest bones in the body: 
the malleus, incus, and stapes. 

• Vibration is transferred to the cochlea 
and the organ of Corti.



Design in Our Ears

• The organ of Corti has over 2,000 
keys, compared to a piano that has 88 
keys. 

• Biaural summation - can detect 
direction of the sound based on a 
0.00003-second difference in its 
arrival to the ear.



Design in Humans

• The human nose can distinguish 
10,000 different smells. 

• Humans have 9,000 taste buds. 

• We can taste 0.04 ounce of table salt 
dissolved in 530 quarts of water. 

• We can detect lines in smooth glass 
that are only 1/2500th of an inch.



Design in the Brain

• The human has nearly 100 billion 
neurons, each of which can be in 
contact with 10,000 other neurons. 

• The capacity of the brain is equal to 
25 million books. Library of Congress 
has only 17 million books. 

• Brain - thousand trillion/second.
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